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Abstract

Packet Pair measurement has been used to discover end-to-end network character-

istics. One of such measurement is loss-pair analysis [11], which has been shown

to be able to passively measure the queue size in the bottleneck router along a

path in ns-2 simulator. However, the methodology only models routers for which

the queue is managed in the unit of byte. The application of the method is thus

limited.

In this paper, we have proposed an active measurement methodology that can ap-

ply to all routers. It makes use of our newly proposed model that relates router

queue size in unit of packet, bandwidth, packet size and queuing delay. Testbed

experiment is performed to validate our model. We have illustrated that our

methodology can estimate queue size of bottleneck router which manage buffer

in unit of packet. Finally, we tried our methodology in a morecomplex base-

line traffic. The estimation is distorted by effect of relatively small-size packets

in baseline traffic on packet pair. We suggested some methodsto lower such

distortion.

The major contributions of our research are:

1. Propose an active loss-pair measurement methodology to support routers of

different implementations of buffer management, such thatthe application

can be extended to all routers in real world environment;

2. Perform testbed experiment to verify the relationship between queue size of

bottleneck router and queuing delay observed by loss-pair;
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3. Illustrate the use of linear regression and different statistical measures of

central tendency to correct the error from data collected under different net-

work traffic characteristics.
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1 Introduction

Internet is a network of networks that are working based on common rules and

protocols, and without central authority to control the setting of all networks in the

Internet. The traffic passes through each network may be shaped by the configu-

ration and policy of each network, including the AQM, together with the variation

of network loading and link quality.

Under the rapid development of Internet and it’s application, nowadays traffics are

running between client and server, server and server, and client and client. The

end points may be as close as situated in the same city, or as far as in different

continentals. The last mile may be an 802.11 wireless network, and the link in

between probably consists of optical fiber, ATM, etc.

Major characteristics of end-to-end network quality includes the bandwidth, loss

and queuing of packets. A number of Internet applications, e.g. Internet phone,

Internet video conferencing, and streaming of data, requires the information of

end-to-end network characteristics to optimize the network utilization and ap-

plication performance. No one can provide such information, and that is why

Internet end-to-end measurement remains a hot topic in recent years.

Packet pair measurement, a technique of active measurementby sending probes

consist of back-to-back packet-pair from one end to the other, can be used in the

measurement of end-to-end bottleneck bandwidth and buffersize. The disper-

sion and the round-trip delay of the packets captured would provide necessary

information to estimate these two characteristics.
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loss-pair is introduced by Liu et al [11] to address one of the problem: to estimate

the buffer size of the bottleneck router. Having review the paper, we found that

the tool only partially address the issue: the estimation ofbuffer size in unit of

byte has been introduced in detail. However, it can only apply to one of the two

methods on buffer management. Actual implementation and academic research

has divide the router buffer management in two categories: in unit of byte, and

in number of packet. The actual implementation may have morecomplicated

algorithms on how to handle the packets in different size andclass to optimize the

performance, but these are out of scope of our research.

In this paper, we will investigate the end-to-end measurement of queue size of

bottleneck router managed in the unit of packet. The rest of the paper is structured

as follows. Section II summaries background works that thispaper based on.

Section III explains challenges faced by each measurement tool and the problems

addressed. Section IV describes the . Section V presents theoriginal model in

[11] and an our amended model of queue size of bottleneck router.Section VI

illustrates the testbed experiment results that validate our model. We conclude in

Section VII.
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2 Motivation

Loss-Pair [11] is a novel methodology aimed at measuring the buffer size ofbot-

tleneck router along an end-to-end path. When we conduct experiment on testbed

consisting of Click [8] routers, we found that the buffer sizing is different from

that used in [11]. The unit of queue size of Click is in unit of packet rather than

byte. Therefore, a limit is placed on the number of packets that can be buffered

before incoming traffic packets are discarded. This contradicts the baseline router

design in Loss Pair, that number of packets stored can be buffered is limited to the

total buffer space available.

The deviation from the model causes error in estimation of bottleneck router. We

demonstrate this with data from our experiment, which is summarized in Table

2. The layer-2 packet size of the UDP cross-traffic is configured to be uniformly

distributed from 500 to 1000 bytes. To eliminate the effect of random error in

experiment, we illustrate the calculation with the values obtained from linear re-

gression. For a 404-byte (encapsulated header inclusive) probe, from line regres-

sion of results obtained, the queuing delay observed by the probe, which is the

difference of the loss-pair round trip delay and the minimumround trip delay, is

0.231304 - 0.107990 = 0.123314. With a correct measured bandwidth of 3Mbit/s,

the buffer size is estimated as:

n= w× r = 0.123314×3000000= 369943[bit] = 46243[byte]

Compared with the actual buffer size of 60 packets, or converted to size in byte,
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Figure 1: Illustration of error in size estimation of router’s buffer in unit of byte

60×1500[byte] = 90000[byte], this estimated figure is clearly not correct. The

algorithm is therefore irrelevant to buffer allocation in unit of packet.

The error in estimation is illustrated in Figure1. The buffer is partitioned into

fixed-size slots to accommodate incoming packets, and the size equals to the max-

imum frame that the network can transmit. The slots are not fully filled by the

buffered packets since not all packets have the maximum size. When loss-pair is

found, the queuing delay observed by the loss-pair is a good estimation of the time

to drain all the packet queued in the full buffer of bottleneck router. However, as

represented by the colored volume in the diagram, the total size of the queued

packets does not equal to the buffer size. The measured buffer size in this case is

therefore not the buffer size.

Keshav et al, in discussing the issues and trends of router [7], pointed out that

the price drop of memory has dramatically increase the attractiveness of using a

large fixed-size single piece of memory to hold data for each packet. In view of

the increasing throughput requirement, this is one of the solution to overcome the
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bottleneck in accessing the output queue.

Spalink et al have commented the packet buffer allocation indeployment of software-

based router [16]. They choose to divide the memory into slots of 2KB each to

accommodate maximally sized (1518 bytes) Ethernet packet.They consider this

simple allocation scheme saves a lot of complexity. Experiments showed that the

router built can achieve a sustainable rate of 3.47Mpps.

Given various researches based on routers, in either simulation or testbed, with

buffer allocation in unit of packet such as [3], [12], [2], and the performance

of buffer allocation implementation mentioned above, the measurement of queue

size in unit of packet is considered necessary.

Without a new methodology to address the measurement of bottleneck router’s

queue size in unit of packet, Internet measurement is not guaranteed to provide

correct results for all cases.
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3 Background

Several packet pair measurement tools are developed to discover the end-to-end

characteristics along a path. Below summaries the methodology of some of the

interesting tools.

A. Loss-Pair

Loss-pair [11] is a pair of packets that travels along the same path closelyenough

such that they experienced the same situation, and that exactly one of them is

dropped.

Research showed that round trip time (tq) of the successfully transmitted packet

in the loss-pair and the minimum round trip delay (tp) is a good estimation of the

queue length at the link at which packet loss occurred. The model of the queue

size and queuing delay will be explained in details in later section. The buffer

size (B) of the link is estimated asB= C(tq− tp). In addition, the drop ratio of

AQM such as random early detection can be reasonably characterized.

There are generally two kinds of queue capacity management in router: queues

with capacity in unit of byte or in unit of packet. For queue with capacity in unit

of byte, each packet fills the buffer with its size. For queue with capacity in unit of

packet, the outgoing queue is partitioned into a fixed numberof slot with the size

of maximum packet size, and each packet fills a slot regardless of its size. The

loss-pairs [11] only measures the queue size of bottleneck routers that manage the
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queue in unit of byte. This left room for further study on router queue in unit of

packet.

B. Packet Pair Dispersion

Packet dispersion techniques is one of the methodology usedto estimate the end-

to-end capacity [4]. It make use of the observation of packet service time at

each router [14]. When a back-to-back packet pair of sizeL travels through a

network consisting of a number of store-and-forward linki with bandwidthr i , the

service time at each router,τi = L/r i . Although the service time between the two

packets at each router varies, without the interference of other packet, the time

of dispersion of the packet pair, which is the difference between the time the pair

of packets reach the receiver, should always equals to the longest packet service

time, maxτi. Such phenomenon is illustrated in Figure2. Since the bandwidth of

the narrow link defines the capacity of an end-to-end path, and the highest packet

service time of the packet pair is resulted from the narrow link, the dispersion of

the packet pair,td, measured at the receiver is a good estimator of the capacity

along the path. A back-to-back packet pairs of sizeL is sent through the network.

Therefore, the capacity of the end-to-end path,C, can be estimated as

C= L
td

Nevertheless, a major flaw of the packet pair methodology is the error introduced

by cross-traffic. If cross-traffic packet of sizeLt reaches the routeri just before the

first packet in the packet pair arrive, the time taken by the router to first forward the

cross-traffic packet at the outgoing interface before it forward the probing packet
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is τt = Lt/r i . The first packet in the packet pair is thus queued ati-th router for a

maximum delay timeτt . If the second packet in the packet pair reaches thei-th

router before it sends out the first packet, the dispersion ofthe packet pair in the

link after thei-th router is shortened by no more thanτt . In contrast, if a cross-

traffic packet reaches the routeri just after the first packet in the pair but before

the second packet, it obviously caused a delay of no more thanτt to the second

packet at the outgoing interface of thei-th router. These two cases are illustrated

in Figure3.

The probability of queuing of the second packet at thei-th router is correlated

to the time dispersion between the packet when they arrive ateach router, which

equals to max
n=0...i

τn. The longer the dispersion, the more likely that cross-traffic

packet inserted in between the packet pair. Sinceτi = L/r i , a smaller probe sizeL

can decrease the probability of queuing of second packet. One the other hand, the

probability that the first packet suffers queuing delay is independent of the probe

size.

Another weakness of the packet pair methodology is the encapsulation headers

size on the wire. We control the probe size by varying the payload size at the

sender side. When the probe is being transmitted through thedatalink layer (layer

2), e.g. ethernet, an ethernet header is attached to the beginning of the probe

packet data and thus increase the size of the frame being delivered on the network.

The service time of the frame at the outgoing interface of each router depends on

the total layer-2 frame size. Therefore, the header size should be considered in

estimating the bandwidth. The header size of different layer-2 network topology

varies, and we cannot detect the actual network topology of aspecific node on
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Figure 2: Illustration of packet pair dispersion

the path by end-to-end measurement. The bandwidth is likelyunderestimated if

we only include the layer-3 packet size. The most common way to minimize the

effect of encapsulation header size is to set the probe packet size to a relatively

large one, say, 500 byte or more. Another method is to vary theprobe packet size

and obtain the capacity through linear regression [13].

There is another factor other than encapsulation header that limit the lowest packet

size of probe. As the packet size (L) decreases, the packet pair dispersion, which

is expressed astd =
L
C, decreases too. The error introduced by the time resolution

of the measuring machine on sending and receiving timestampof probes would

be unacceptably high ifL is small andC is relatively high. For example, ifC

= 100Mbit/s,L = 400 bit, td = 400
100,000,000= 0.000004sec= 4µs. The time

resolution of 1µs will lead to a maximum of 25% error on the measured capacity.
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Figure 3: Graphical illustration of effect of cross-trafficon packet pair dispersion

C. CapProbe

CapProbe [6] introduced an improved technique used to estimate the end-to-end

capacity. It makes use of the round-trip time data of the probe packets returned

to distinguish whether the packets returned suffered unnecessary delays. The

rationale is that queuing delay is the primary source of error in capacity estimation

from dispersion. If the round-trip time of both packets is low, the packet pair

collected incurred nearly no queuing delay. Thus the dispersion for such packet

pair is unaffected by queuing delay and remains a good estimation of capacity.

This method, however, cannot be applied in the loss-pair methodology. The loss-

pair are expected to experience the queuing delay at the bottleneck router, which

violate the principal assumption in CapProbe. There is no characteristics that

let us distinguish whether the loss-pair collected are subject to queuing delay at
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the bottleneck router or other routers. Therefore, to filterout other factors to the

round trip delay, we normally use the mode as a representative figure of round trip

delay.

D. One-Packet Techniques

Unlike the above, an approach that make use of packet delay ofone packet rather

than packet pair dispersion, which summarised in [9], is used to estimate the link

bandwidths. The technique is also derived from the observation from [14]. Like

traceroute, the tools exploit the functionality of time-to-live (TTL) value in IP

header, which is mainly to avoid endless loop on routing packets. A TTL value is

set by the sender, which means the upper limit of hop that the packet can transfer

through. The TTL value in the header of a packet is decreased by 1 when the

packet pass through a host. When the TTL is reduced to zero before it reach

the destination, the host that see a zero TTL value in a packetwill discard the

packet and sends back an ICMP error message to the source host. By sending

probing packets with TTL value from one to the number of hop tothe end node,

the incremental transmission delay for each hop can be collected.

The transmission delay (td), or service time of packet at the router, has a linear

relationship with the packet size (sk) and the bandwidth of the outgoing link of

the router (bi), i.e., td = sk

bi
. By regression the per-hop incremental transmission

delay and the probe size, the bandwidth for a particular linkcan be obtained from

the slope [13]. The results obtained, however, is vulnerable to queuing delay

introduced by cross-traffic. To eliminate the error caused by queuing, a simple
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min-filter can be applied to the round trip delay obtained.
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4 Challenges

A. Cross Traffic Intensity

The baseline traffic intensity is a key issue to loss-pair measurement. If the base-

line traffic intensity is far below the capacity of the bottleneck link, the chance that

the queue at the bottleneck router grow up is low. Thus, the bottleneck router’s

buffer will seldom be fully occupied by packets. If the real packet loss rate is low,

the number of loss-pair collected in active measurement will be low. loss-pair

analysis thus cannot be performed on links that the utilization is extremely low,

unless the measurement traffic is sufficiently high to generate loss events.

The difficulty of obtaining good results in packet pair depends on the cross-traffic

intensity. As mentioned in Section 2, heavy cross-traffic isa major obstacle for

accurate bandwidth measurement. Cross-traffic adds queuing delay to all kinds

of probe packets, no matter one-packet, packet pair or packet train. In addition,

the packet pair or packet train methods are also vulnerable to injection of cross-

traffic packet in between the probe packets. The heavier the background traffic,

the more likely the results obtained are distorted.

There are some methods to overcome the interference of cross-traffic. CapProbe[6]

is a tool to address this issue in packet pair, and min-filter is normally used to get

rid of the distortion caused by the cross-traffic. The capacity estimation is not

covered in this paper, and we assume that a reasonable estimate can be obtained

through the use of end-to-end measurement tool that make useof packet pair dis-

persion, CapProbe, or the one-packet technique mentioned above.
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Figure 4: Illustration of loss-pair intercepted by cross-traffic packets

It is worthy to note that loss-pair is also a kind of packet pair methodology. The

results obtained by loss-pair are also subject to the interference of cross-traffic. As

shown in Figure4, when cross-traffic packets are inserted in between the packet

pair, the principal assumption of loss-pair is no longer valid; the packet pair expe-

rienced different situations. When we use the round trip delay in the first packet

to estimate the queue size, the queue size is probably under-estimated.

B. Loss Occurence at Narrow Link

There is a principal assumption made by Liu et al in [11], which stated that ma-

jority of packet loss occurred at the bottleneck router. Thequeue size is then
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estimated as the compound of the time required to drain a fullpacket queue at

the bottleneck, and the outgoing bandwidth of the bottleneck router. The former

one can be measured by the queuing delay observed from the loss-pair. However,

if most packet loss does not happen at the narrow link of the end-to-end path,

the queuing delay observed by loss-pair cannot estimate thetime to drain the full

queue at the bottleneck. Then, the calculated queue size is inaccurate. The sec-

ond assumption of loss-pair is that the bottleneck link on the end-to-end path do

not change from one to another.

Nowadays TCP traffic dominate the data transmission in Internet [17]. We ex-

pected that in the Internet most packet loss are caused by TCPtraffic. According

to the algorithm of TCP protocol, on the sender and receiver ends, it increase

the rate of data transmitted gently to search for the available bandwidth in each

transmission, and look for packet loss as a sign of congestion. Upon observing

packet loss, it reduce the data transmission rate dramatically to avoid packet loss

due to overflooding the link. Then it goes back to the phrase ofincreasing and

the procedures repeat over and over again.

In the middle of the end-to-end path, the routers store packets they receive in

the buffer and forward them to the next node, which is limitedby the bandwidth

of the link to the next node. When the total incoming traffic rate at a router is

higher than the outgoing link bandwidth, the queue of packetbuilds up in the

router’s buffer, until the queue is full and the router starts to discard packets that

it receive. In addition, AQM algorithm, like RED [5], is implemented in router

such that the ratio of packet drop is a function of the queue length. This algorithm

attempts to avoid the problem of global synchronization introduced by drop-tail
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queue management.

In equilibrium, most packet loss thus should occur at the gateway to the narrow

link. Figure5 presents the relationship between queue length and packet drop .

However, if a router on the measuring end-to-end path, whichis not a gateway to

the narrow link on the path, is actually the bottleneck router for another end-to-

end path, the primary assumption of loss-pair may no long valid. As illustrated

in Figure6, C is the bottleneck router for the end-to-end path from A to Y. If the

traffic intensity of path A-Y is high enough, packet loss happened at C for any

traffic going to X. Little packet loss may occur at the bottleneck router D if the

rate of traffic flowing through E-Y is low.

C. Measurement Implementation

Packet pair analysis, including packet dispersion measurement and loss-pair anal-

ysis, can be performed by active or passive measurement. Active measurement

involves sending probes along the path from one end to the other end. Since the

results obtained from the probes are only samples out of all traffic passing through

the end-to-end path, the accuracy depends highly on the sampling methods of the

probe. Passive measurement, on the other hand, normally requires privilege right

to capture and analysis all end-to-end traffic.

There are a few tools that have implemented the packet pair orpacket train method-

ology:

TCP Probe [1] incorporate the capacity measurement in TCP protocol. TheTCP

algorithm on the client side is customized to arrange the transmission of actual
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Figure 5: Queue length and packet drop timeseries measured in bottleneck router
in experimental testbed, queue size at 83 packets, no AQM configured. TCP
path-persistent cross-traffic generated by IPerf.

Figure 6: Illustration of situation that packet loss does not occur at narrow link in
end-to-end path
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data to the web server in a desired pattern. Some data packetsare sent as back-to-

back packet pair or in reverse order to trigger the server sending back web object

as desired packet pairs to the client that the client can recognize. Therefore, the

’client’ machine can send out probes to any typical web server and capture the

return probes without special co-operation from the ’server’ side. Based on the

round trip information, the tester can estimate the path capacity from the packet

pair dispersions.

Asymprobe [10] is a simple active measurement implementation of packet pair

methodology. Specific programs are run on the machines at both end to send and

receive probes. Probes are transmitted through a round tripfrom the sender to the

receiver and then back to the sender, where the capacity estimation carried out.

The probe size have a lower boundary of 500 bytes due to the limitation of time

resolution as mentioned in previous section, and a upper boundary of 1500 bytes

which is the typical setting of MTU. Thus, capacity estimation of the round-trip

methodology has the ratio of forward and backward paths limited to 3:1 or 1:3,

which have already broken the restriction of estimating thelowest bandwidth for

the round trip as a whole.

Badabing [15] is a one-way packet train methodology designed to measure the

single-way end-to-end loss episode and loss frequency. Like AsymProbe, the ac-

tive measurement tool is divided into a server application and a client application

that runs on each end of a path. The probes travels only one-way from the client

to the server end, and the probe rate follows the poisson distribution to increase

the chance of capturing the rare and irregular occurence of loss and variable dura-

tion of loss. One of the major feature of Badabing is adjusting the probe rate to
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trade the accuracy of measurement with the impact on the link.

We illustrate our methodology by round-trip active measurement. Similar to TCP

Probe, we exploit the TCP algorithm to send probes containing packet pair, and

trigger packet pair from the web server. However, the actualimplementation of

our measurement is out of scope of this paper.
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5 Testbed Setup

A. Hardware Configuration

We have setup the testbed as shown in Figure7. It consists of 12 commodity

computers acting as router, traffic generator and receiver,probe sender, and web

server respectively as labeled in the diagram. They have 100-based Ethernet

network cards installed and inter-connected by 100-based Ethernet switches. All

of them had 2.4GHz Intel Pentium 4 processors running on Linux.

Figure 7: Testbed configuration

The five computers labelled as click router in Figure7 run Click, and the usage

of Click is summarized in the following section. Five computers that act as traf-

fic generators / sinks are connected to the switches, which link up two adjacent

routers. Each switch and the connecting cross-traffic generating machines sim-

ulates a network that both receives and transmits Internet traffic. Routers, apart
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Figure 8: Logical setting of testbed

from acting as router or gateway at both adjacent networks, also simulates differ-

ent bandwidth of link interconnecting different networks.The logical design is

illustrated in Figure8. The experiment testbed composed of the elements stated

above tries to simulate an end-to-end path between any two hosts connecting to

the Internet.

We concerns only the queue size of the bottleneck router, which can be measured

by the queuing delay at the bottleneck router. By generatinghop-persistent cross-

traffic across the bottleneck router, packet loss and queuing delay occured at the

bottleneck router. We are not going to study the effect of other cross-traffic along

the path, so no traffic is generated across hops other than bottleneck router.
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B. Click Modular Router

Click [8] is a open-source software implementation of conventionalrouter. Func-

tions are built as modules which can be loaded in the Click’s architecture to cus-

tomize the router’s behaviour. The performance of Click hasbeen verified by

experiments and achieve a maximum loss-free forwarding rate of 330,000 64-byte

packets per second on Pentium III computer. Packet flows in Click are controlled

by pushing and pulling processing. Like other software router, packets are push

to the next element as soon as they arrive at the incoming connection, thus un-

solicited packets arrive at Click router are immediately stored to the buffer and

pending further processing. In contrast, timing of pull processing are determined

by the availability of the next element. For example, the transmitting device is

one of the pull device that transmit packets by pull processing. It transmits one

packet in the packet queue when it becomes ready.

There are several modules we have used to configure the behaviour of routers.

They are summarized below:

Shaperelement is a traffic shaper that sets a limit on the maximum throughput

that traffic can be delivered. Such limit is achieved by pulling the packet at the

specified rate to the transmitting device. The CPU scheduling in Click ensures

that the pull processing are performed at the desired rate. The outgoing packets

thus exhibit a time dispersion that is similar to those in a link of bandwidth equal

to our preset rate. In addition, this element can be configured to add an artificial

propagation delay to the traffic.

Queueelement is an explicit declaration of buffer used in Click. It is necessary to
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include this element in the configuration since Click do not have implicit queues

on the input and output element. It is a FIFO queue and by default discard packets

received when the queue is full. The queue size are in the unitof packet rather

than byte.

IPClassifieris an important element to classify packet received according to the

characteristics of the packet. It can classify packets of different source IP or

destination IP, layer-3 protocol, flags in the header to different cases, and for each

case we can assign different processes to the packets, such as store in individual

queues, subject to a specific traffic shaper, etc.

C. Testbed Setting

The traffic shaper of Click in each router is set to a unique value, with the lowest

bandwidth in the middle as narrow link. Refer to Figure2, after the probe packet

pair has passed through a slower link and arrives at a faster link, the dispersion

between the packet pair increases. This leaves the probe vulnerable to interfer-

ence of cross-traffic packet on the faster link. Therefore, it is more difficult to

measure the bottleneck at the middle rather than close to server end. Apart from

this, the bottleneck is not at the client’s end in real-life environment, otherwise the

user have already know the end-to-end capacity and no measurement are neces-

sary. The testbed configuration of the link bandwidth are shown in Table1. To

simulate the propagation delay for an end-to-end path that span in a wide area,

a 10ms delay is added to the traffic for each direction at all Click router, so the

expected minimum round trip delay is not lower than 10ms×2×5= 100ms.
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The queue sizes for all routers in our testbed are set in the Queue element in the

Click router. Except for the bottleneck router, the queue size of other routers

are configured based on the rule-of-thumb from [18], which means the queue size

in byte should be equal to the round trip delay of traffic flow multiplied by the

bandwidth of the network interface of the router. For convenience, we assume an

average packet size of 770 byte (mean of 40 byte and 1500 byte)and calculate the

estimated queue size in number of packet, i.e.,n = 100ms× r i/(770×8). The

queue size for each router are summarized in Table1.

The probe sender is located at one end of the network with web server at the

other end. Apache 2 is running on the server machine acting asa conventional

web server. When the probing packet pair from the probe sender reaches the

web server machine, it triggers a pair of packets sending back to the probe sender

machine. The packet pair collected at the probe sender machine then provides

traces of path characteristics such as round trip delay, re-ordering and loss of

packet pair.

Our methodology, which will be introduced in the coming section, is sensitive to

the packet size of traffic flowing through the bottleneck router, so measures must

be taken to ensure that experiment data remains unaffected by other traffic such as

control packets. We configured packet classifier, IPClassifier in Click, to separate

probing packets and cross-traffic packets from other TCP/IPcontrol packets that

are used by our probing machanism, such as SYNC, FIN and ACK. Only the

probing packets and baseline traffic flow through the concerned buffer. All other

packets are stored in a separate buffer, and are not subject to the abovementioned

traffic shaper. We can then strictly control the packet size and packet rate through
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Router Capacity (both direction) in Mbit/sQueue Size in packetDelay (each direction) in ms

1 7.5 122 10ms

2 5.5 89 10ms

3 3.0 50 10ms

4 6.0 97 10ms

5 8.0 130 10ms

Table 1: Configuration of testbed illustrated in Figure7

the queue concerned. We can also ensure that the probe packetand baseline traffic

are fairly treated and goes to the same buffer.
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Figure 9: Model of router’s buffer size in unit of byte

6 Queue Size and Queuing Delay

A. The Models

Figure9 illustrates the model used by [11]. The router’s buffer, which managed

as a FIFO queue, can be viewed as a bucket with a definite volume. Water, thus

incoming traffic, are pumped into the bucket at an uncooperative rate. Similar

to the store-and-forward routers, the water is temporary stored in the buffer, and

then flow out of the bucket at a fixed rate depending on the outgoing bandwidth.

The buffer will be gradually filled up, thus the queue length will increase, if the

uncontrollable incoming traffic rate is higher than the fixedoutgoing traffic.

The incoming packets gradually fill the queue until it reach the limit, i.e. queue
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Figure 10: Model of router’s buffer size in unit of byte

size (n). Just like water being added to a full bucket, any packet thatarrived

when the buffer is full will be discarded and is lost. A loss-pair, in which one

out of two packets traveled closely together, is generated when one of the packet

arrived at the router when the queue is nearly full, and another packet is dropped

since the buffer is full. Unlike water stored in a bucket thateach molecules is not

identifiable, packets stored in the buffer goes out of the router in FIFO fashion.

The successfully transmitted packet, which initially buffered at the very last bits

of the queue whenql = n, experienced the longest queuing delay time (w) which

equals to the length of the queue size divided by the outgoingtraffic rate (r), i.e.

w= n
r .

However, the model does not apply to all routers. There are two type of buffer

management in routers: in unit of byte and in unit of packet. The former one
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means that the buffer is partitioned according to the size ofeach packet in the

queue, such that every byte in the buffer is filled by incomingpackets back-to-

back. The later one would first have the buffer partitioned into a fixed number

of slots with the maximum packet size, and each incoming packet is stored in one

slot no matter how large is the packet size.

The above-mentioned model is valid only for the former one. For the later one,

since each buffered packet may have different size, the total size of buffered pack-

ets may varies, therefore the time taken to discharge a full queue of packets is

not fixed. To estimate the buffer size, we must first find the average packet size.

Then by performing experiment to obtain the average queue delay time, we can

calculate the buffer sizen= w× r.

We proposed an amended model as shown in Figure10 to solve the above prob-

lem. The queue size (n) and queue length are in unit of packet, and the outgoing

traffic rate (rateout) is in unit of packet per second.

B. Assumptions on Fairness

Here we make some assumptions on the traffic and probes, whichare necessary

to maintain the fairness between probing and baseline traffics:

1. Assume that the probability of loss for both traffic and probes are the same.

2. Assume that the router queue are managed in FIFO, and all traffic in differ-

ent size and protocol are treated fairly.
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3. Assume that no active queue management method such as RED is applied

in the router, so a simple drop-tail approach is adopted.

4. Assume that average packet rate and packet size of baseline traffic are not

affected by the probes.

Probe packets may not be treated the same way as the baseline traffic for all

routers. For example, like what have been implemented in theClick router, the

driver let the administrator to classify packets accordingto their characteristics,

such as the layer-3 protocols and flags within the headers. Vendors try to tune

the router in the way to optimize the performance that user perceive while the

detailed machanism remains hidden. For load balancing or fairness of different

traffic protocol, packets of different characteristics arediscarded not under the

same circumstances. For example, UDP and TCP packets, or packet in differ-

ent size range, may be stored in different queues and have different priority of

transmission. Algorithms like these challenges any kinds of measurements. Our

methodology is more sensitive to the fairness on packets of different size range.

We perform the experiment on testbed consists of “fair” routers only. On the

other hand, we assume the fairness on packet drop probability of different packet

sizes in the network components apart from the routers.

By injecting probe packets of different size at different rate, we try to alter the av-

erage packet size of all traffic flowing through the concernedrouter. Assume that

the baseline traffic remains constant, the weighted averagepacket size becomes

a linear function of the probe size and rate. If the underlying traffic is, in fact,

change while we inject probe of different size and rate, we cannot base on the
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abovementioned linear relationship to measure the effect of average packet size

on queuing delay. To validate this assumption, experimentsmust be carried out

in a real end-to-end path. Although we have not performed an Internet experi-

ment, since our methodology injects low intensity traffic tothe end-to-end path

being measured, no effect on the actual baseline traffic is expected.

The third assumption is just inherited from the original Loss-Pair [11]methodology.

The arithmetics below are based on the assumptions mentioned. The validity of

these assumptions will be tested in the testbed experiment.

C. Framework on size estimation of router’s buffer in unit of

packet

Here we focus on the second model that manage router’s bufferin unit of packet.

Similar to the previous model but in unit of packet instead ofbyte, the relationship

between queue size (n), queuing delay (w) and outgoing packet rate (rateout) of

the router can be written as:

n= w× rateout (1)

In terms of packet, for a given outgoing packet raterateout, the time (t) required

to drain a full buffer can be simply expressed as:

t =
n

rateout
(2)
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For a given queue size of the bottleneck router (n) and the average packet size of

queued packets (savg), we can calculate the total size, in unit of byte, of queued

packets in a full buffer byn× saMethodologyonvg. Then, given the outgoing band-

width (r), t can be written, in unit of byte, as:

t =
n×savg

r
(3)

Therefore, combine (2) and (3) to eliminatet, we have:

n
rateout

=
n×savg

r

Re-arrange the equation, we got:

rateout =
r

savg
(4)

Substitute (4) into (1), we have:

n= w×
r

savg
(5)

Or, re-arrange the equation in terms ofw,

w=
n×savg

r
(6)
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This equation summarize the relationship between queue size (n), queuing delay

(w), outgoing bandwidth (r) and average traffic packet size (savg). We note that

savg is introduced to reflect the change of unit of queue size from byte to number

of packet. The bandwidth and queue size of router is normallyfixed. From the

equation, we can see that the change of average packet size will result in a change

of queuing delay (w).

Our next step is to exploit the effect of change of average packet size on the

queuing delay. According to our assumptions, the change of probe rate (αp) and

probe size (sp) do not affect the traffic packet rate (αt) and packet size (st), and

the loss rate for traffic and probe are the same. Therefore, wecan calculate the

weighted average packet size as the following:

savg =
αt

αt +αp
×st +

αp

αt +αp
×sp

savg =
αt ×st +αp×sp

αt +αp
(7)

By Substituting (7) into (5), we have:

n=
w× r × (αt +αp)

αt ×st +αp×sp
(8)

As we know, the queue size (n) and bandwidth (r) are fixed. Re-arrange the

equation to express queuing delay in terms of other variables, we got:
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w =
n
r
×

αt ×st +αp×sp

αt +αp

w =
n×αp

r × (αp+αt)
×sp+

n×αt ×st

r × (αp+αt)
(9)

The equation (8) is in slope-intercept form. For queue size (n), bandwidth (r),

average baseline traffic packet size (st) and traffic rate (αt) remains constant, and

we fix probe rate (αp) to a specific value, there is a linear relationship between

the queuing delay (w) and the probe size (sp). In addition, the slope of the line

depends on the probe rate (αp) we choose, although the rate of change of the

slope, i.e. that of αp
αp+αt

, is not directly proportional to the rate of change ofαp.

By adjusting the probe rate (αp), we can change the slope of the line of results.

One more interesting phenomenon is noted from the equation.If the probe packet

size equals to the average baseline traffic packet size, i.e., sp = st , from equation

(9),

w =
n
r
×

(αt +αp)×st

αt +αp

w =
n
r
×st (10)

Therefore, the queuing delay (w) does not vary with probe rate (αp) when the

probe size (sp) equals to the baseline traffic packet size (st). As we have pre-

viously revealed that the queuing delay is a linear functionof probe size (sp),
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and the slope of the line of result depends onαp, we will expect a unique com-

mon intersection point of lines of results obtained from different probe rate (αp).

Therefore, queuing delay measured in different probe rate (αp) are equal if and

only if the probe size (sp) equals to the average baseline traffic packet size (st).

This observation will be validated with testbed experimentin the coming section.
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7 Methodology

Base on the relationship as modeled in the above section, we propose a method-

ology for active measurement summarised as follows:

1. Inject probes of different packet sizes at two probe rates;

2. The average packet sizes for all packets that flow through the bottleneck

router is then changed slightly for each case;

3. The queuing delay observed for each case varies due to different average

packet size;

4. By exploiting the relationship between probe packet sizeand queuing delay

formulated in the above section, we can estimate the queuingdelay in unit

of packet.

In passive measurement, the packet size of traffic flowing through the bottleneck

router cannot be estimated, and the loss-pair analysis proposed in [11] does not

rely on the average packet size to estimate the bottleneck router’s queue size.

However, the average packet size is one of the key value in estimating the queue

size in the unit of packet. No passive measurement is expected to observe this

value.

Our philosophy is to actively change the average packet sizeby controlling the

packet size of probes being injected into the end-to-end path, and then observe

the change of the resulted queuing delay. The packet injected should resulted in
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change of queuing delay that is measurable, while the impacton the undergoing

traffic is minimal. Based on the relationship shown in equation (9), we should be

able to estimate the baseline traffic average packet size andthen the queue size of

the bottleneck router.

Our methodology will be illustrated with testbed results inthe coming section.
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8 Validation with Testbed Results

A. Other Considerations on Probe Packet Round Trip Delay

Before we can validate the formulae in the previous section,we must first consider

all factors that contribute to the round trip delay from probe packets. As men-

tioned in previous sections, despite the inherit propagation delay in an end-to-end

path, there are many factors contributing to the RTT (dp) of a packet flowing along

the path. Let the packet size of probe besp, the propagation delay along a path

bed, bandwidth at thei-th link ber i, then the packet service time (ds
i ) for a packet

being forwarded onto thei-th link at a router can be expressed as:

ds
i =

sp

r i

The queuing delay at the bottleneck router just before the narrow link, w′, thus

the time to discharge the cross-traffic packets queued in front of the probe in the

bottleneck router’s buffer, is directly proportional to queue length at the bottleneck

router when the packet entered the router. We can use equation (6)to estimate the

queuing delay, with queue length (ql ) instead of queue size since the queue may

not be full. Therefore,

w′ =
ql ×savg

r

Without concerning the queue size of other routers, the round trip delay of a packet

travelling along an end-to-end path can be written as:
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dp = d+
n

∑
1

ds
i +w′+ rand

dp = d+∑n
1

{

sp
r i

}

+
ql×savg

r + rand

dp = d+sp×∑n
1

{

1
r i

}

+
ql×savg

r + rand (11)

whererand denotes the random components out of the scope of this formula, such

as the queuing delay at other router.

Therefore, with base propagation delay (d), bandwidths of all links along the path

(r i), and average baseline traffic packet size (savg) remains constant, the round trip

delay for a probing packet is a function of probe size (sp) with third and fourth

components randomly change from time to time. The random factors, however,

can be eliminated by statistics. To eliminate both random components is simple:

if the experiment are conducted long enough, we can apply a min-filter to the data

collected to obtain a minimum round trip delay, which shouldbe closed to:

min(dp) = d+sp×

n

∑
i=1

{

1
r i

}

(12)

For a loss-pair, the buffer of the bottleneck router is nearly full when the probe

arrive at the router, thusw′ = w. Substitutew′ = winto (11),

dp(losspair) = d+sp×

n

∑
i=1

{

1
r i

}

+w+ rand (13)
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Measuring queuing delay of loss-pair (w) is key to the estimation of queue size (n)

in linear regression of straight lines represented by equation (9). Therefore, we

have to remove the random component denoted byrand while retaining the key

figurew. Unlike the minimum round trip delay for normal packets (min(dp)), we

cannot apply a min-filter to remove the random factors for loss-pair.

The major reason that prevent us from eliminating the randomcomponent by min-

filter can be traced to the situation illustrated in Figure (4). Packet loss occurred

when the bottleneck router is under heavy cross-traffic. Thelikehood that packet

pairs are interferred by cross-traffic packet is high. The min-filter will probably

return a distorted value which is lower than the actual figure, and the resulting

measured buffer size is significantly under-estimated. Similar to [11], the sta-

tistical mode value of round trip delay returned from loss-pair is the best option

currently available. We will further discuss the validity in later section.

Assume the modal value of loss-pair round trip delay (dp(losspair)) eliminates the

last random component, we have

mode(dp(losspair)) = d+sp×∑
{

1
r i

}

+w (14)

Therefore, to estimate the queuing delay, we can subtract (12) from (14):

mode(dp(losspair))−min(dp) = w (15)
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B. Packet Size and Queuing Delay

We set the bandwidth through the bottleneck router (r) to 256Kbit/s, queue size

(n) to 10, and no baseline traffic through the nodes. Probes of packet sizes from

200 byte to 1400 byte, without considering ethernet and TCP/IP header, are sent

from the Probe Sender machine to the Web Server at the other end through the

bottleneck router. The probe rate is high enough to fill the buffer and generate

packet loss at the bottleneck router.

[11] assumes that the minimum round trip delay along the path hasbeen estimated

in some way, such as observing the RTT and min-filtering, although the mode of

RTT of normal packets traversing the bottleneck link is usedas illustration. queu-

ing delay is estimated by the difference of the RTT of packet pair that incurred loss

and the minimum RTT along the path.

Unlike [11], the relationship between probe packet size and minimum round trip

delay is important to our experiment. First we have to estimate the minimum

round trip delay (min(dp)) and modal loss-pair round trip delay (mode(dp(losspair)))

where probe packet size equals to the average baseline traffic packet size, then by

following equation (15), we calculate the difference of the two value to estimate

the queuing delay (w) experienced by baseline traffic. Based on the queuing delay

obtained we can determine the queue size (n) of the bottleneck router.

To limit the quantity of results to be obtained and the duration of experiment, we

send probe packet of sizes range from 200 to 1400 bytes, and a difference of 100

bytes is maintained between adjacent values of packet size.Linear regression

is performed to look for an intersection point foreseen in equation (10), which
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occurred when probe packet size (sp) equals to baseline traffic packet size (st).

Figure11 shows the expected minimum RTT according to equation (12) and the

actual data obtained from our testbed experiment. We ignorethe actual propa-

gation delay in the 100-based Ethernet testbed and effect ofpacket service time

in the 100-based Ethernet switches in calculating the expected values, as they are

negligible. The result is generally consistent to the predicted value, with some

minor difference.

To determine a modal RTT of loss-pair for each probe size, it is necessary to

specify a bin width. We have set bin width to 0.25ms, as it gives a reasonable

granularity while the probability of providing a unique mode on RTT is high for

the experiment data. All our results thereafter use the samebin width.

The statistical mode of RTT of probes returned, in which exactly the second packet

in the back-to-back packet pair is lost, is chosen as the estimator of RTT of packet

that incurred the full queuing delay at the bottleneck router. The case where ther

first packet is lost is not chosen because the RTT of the secondpacket in a packet

pair includes a effect of packet dispersion that is used for capacity estimation in

[4]. This deviates from the methodology in [11] where both cases are considered

valid. In our testbed setting with the bottleneck set to 3Mbit/s, for a probe packet

of 700 bytes in size, from equation a time dispersion of700×8
3000000= 1.867ms is

expected. Assume that the packet size of baseline traffic equals to 700 bytes too,

by equation (10), for a queue size of 50 packets, expected queuing delay equals to

50
3000000×700×8= 93ms. A percentage error of 2% is resulted. We will try to

avoid the error by excluding the results from loss packet in which the first packet

is lost.
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Figure 11: Minimum RTT for different traffic packet size
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Figure 12: Modal loss-pair RTT for different traffic packet size

Figure12 shows the loss-pair RTT obtained from experiment and the respective

expected value from equation (14). The observation is strictly consistent to our

prediction.

From equation (15), queuing delay is estimated by the difference of minimum

RTT of probes not incurring loss or re-ordering and the modalRTT of loss-pair

probes. Figure13 shows the result calculated from the experiment data is again

consistent to the predicted value. We conclude that a linearrelationship between

the queuing delay and the packet size exists.
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Figure 13: Queuing delay for different traffic packet size
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C. Probe Packet Size and Baseline Traffic Packet Size

Next, we configure the bandwidth through the router 3 back to 3Mb/s, and gen-

erate hop-persistent baseline traffic across the router using a traffic generator and

a sink next to the router. The stream of traffic fixed at a rate of1150 packet/s

and each packet is 342 byte in size including IP and Ethernet header. Same as in

previous experiment, probes of size varies from 200 to 1400 byte are sent through

the testbed at a rate of 10 probes per second. The experiment is then repeated at

a probe rate of 30 probes per second.

As stated in equation9, and reinforced by previous experiment results, there is

a linear relationship between loss-pair RTT and probe packet size for any given

probe rate. The slope of the line of results increases with increasing probe rate

(αp). Moreover, as predicted by equation10, an intersection point exists for the

lines of results atsp = st . It is becausew for different probe rate (αp) are equal if

and only ifsp = st ., and so aremode(dp(losspair)) for differentαp.

The modal round trip delay of loss-pair of different probe packet size in the two

sets of experiment are shown in Figure14. The two sets of experiment data, as

we foresee, follow two linear trends with different slopes,and only intercept at

one point wheresp = st ∼ 354 bytes (including ethernet and TCP/IP header).
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Figure 14: Loss-pair RTT for two probe rates under fixed baseline traffic packet
size and rate
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D. Diverseness of Baseline Traffic Packet Size

To study the effect of diverseness of baseline traffic packetsize, we configure the

cross-traffic of UDP packets with packet size uniformly distributed from 500 to

1000 bytes, and at a fixed rate of 480 packet/s. We have send probes of size varies

from 200 to 1400 bytes, at the rate of 15 and 30 packet/s.

Figure16shows the lines of modal loss-pair RTT of probe rate 10 and 30 probe/s

respectively under baseline traffic of uniformly distributed packet size from 500

to 1000 bytes. The two lines intersects atsp = 717 bytes, which is near the truest

of 784 bytes.

Figure 17 and 18 are the comparison of loss-pair RTT frequency distributions

under baseline traffic of fixed and uniformly distributed packet size. Under the

fixed-size baseline traffic, the mode is highly distinguishable, and the other data

are densely packed near the mode. On the other hand, under variable-size baseline

traffic, the frequency distribution forms a bell shape, withthe mode sits near the

middle of the peak. Clearly, the distribution of baseline traffic packet size do not

prevent us from obtaining a clear mode for our analysis.

We then study the effect of strong multi-modalities baseline traffic packet size (st).

Research shows that for real Internet traffic, packet size oftraffic are centered in a

few number of values, namely 40, 576, and 1500 bytes [17]. Figure15shows the
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Figure 15: Cumulative percentage of simulated Internet traffic
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Figure 16: Loss-pair RTT for differentsp under baseline traffic ofst from 500 to
1000 bytes andαt= 480 packet/s
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Figure 17: Loss-pair RTT frequency distribution forαp= 30, sp= 300,αt= 480,
st= 354 (fixed)

cumulative percentage of the simulated cross-traffic that goes through the bottle-

neck router, and Figure19 shows the loss-pair RTT frequency distribution. The

frequency distribution again exhibits a clear bell shape with sharp cental tendency.
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Figure 18: Loss-pair RTT frequency distribution forαp= 30, sp= 350,αt= 480,
st from 554 to 1054 (uniformly distributed)
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Figure 19: Loss-pair RTT frequency distribution for cross-traffic illustrated in
Figure15, sp = 254, αp = 30
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E. Estimation of Queue Size

After estimation of average traffic packet size,st , the next step is to calculate

the queue sizen. In equation (5), assume that the bandwidth can be found by

methodology such as [4] and [6], the only unknown is the queuing delay (w),

which can be computed in equation (15).

For experiment of constant rate baseline traffic in Section VII (C), we cannot

obtain a representative minimum RTT from the probes. It is because the traffic is

too high, such that in most of the time the queue length remains at a high level and

seldom reach zero. It only happens to constant bit rate traffic and heavy traffic. In

real-life, there always enough room for probing pair to reach the bottleneck router

when the queue is empty.

We send packet pairs through the testbed while no cross-traffic is configured to

obtain the minimum RTT for our calculation. It represents the best value we can

obtain in experiment. The results is shown in Figure20.

The steps to estimate the queue size (n) is summarised as follow:

1. Estimate the baseline traffic packet size (st);

2. Perform linear regression to obtain the loss-pair RTT forsp = st ;

3. Perform linear regression to obtain the minimum RTT forsp = st ;

4. Calculatew as loss-pair RTT minus minimum RTT inferred in step 2 and 3;

5. Calculaten from equation (1).
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Figure 20: Minimum RTT for different probe packet size

We use the results shown in Figure14for illustration. The loss-pair RTT accord-

ing to the regression line at the intersection point (359 bytes) is 0.151932 s. The

respective minimum RTT from regression line in Figure20 is 0.107254 s. queu-

ing delay,w, which is the difference of the two, equals to 0.044678 s. Queue size,

n, is then calculated as:

n=
w×BW

st
=

0.107254×3000000
359×8

= 46.66

This estimated value is quite close to the true value of 50. The error is 6.67%.

We configure the queue size at the bottleneck router from 30 to60 packets. Base-

line traffic are generated across the bottleneck router, with uniformly distributed
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n Measuredts Measuredw Estimatedn

30 803.42 0.061295 28.61

40 855.49 0.082657 36.23

50 717.12 0.103304 54.02

60 794.19 0.124853 58.95

Table 2: Summary of queue size estimation

packet size (st)from 500 to 1000 bytes and fixed traffic rate (αt) of 480 packet/s.

Queue size of the bottleneck router (n) is set to 30, 40, 50, and 60 respectively

for each set of experiment. The result of queue size estimation is summarised in

Table2.

Result shows that the error of estimation ranges from 2% to 9%, which is generally

acceptable.
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9 Further Study on More Complex Distribution of

Baseline Traffic

To further study the effect of a complex mix of baseline traffic on our methodol-

ogy, we configure the packet size and inter-departure time ofthe baseline traffic

as follows:

1. Multi-modal packet size (40, 576, and 1500 bytes) and fixedinter-departure

time.

2. Multi-modal packet size (40, 576, and 1500 bytes) and uniformly distributed

inter-departure time.

3. Both packet size and inter-departure time follow Pareto distribution.

The first configuration serves as an control experiment to study the effect of distri-

bution of packet size. The later two configurations are effectively causing some

burst of traffic in different packet size, which we anticipate that has most impact

on the results obtained.

Figure23 shows a typical frequency distribution of loss-pair RTT observed. The

bell-shaped graph is deformed, with a significant peak departed from the middle.

The cumulative frequency distribution for different probesize is shown in Figure

24. We noted that there exists a distorted portion at around 202ms for a number of

probe rates. The modal loss-pair RTT for high probe rate are therefore affected.

In Figure21, 22 and25, we see that due to such distortion, the linear regression

on the modal loss-pair RTT fails to locate the average baseline traffic packet size.
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Figure 21: Loss-pair RTT under baseline traffic of multi-modal size and fixed rate
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Figure 22: Loss-pair RTT under baseline traffic of multi-modal size and uniformly
distributed rate
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Figure 23: Loss-pair RTT frequency distribution of cross-traffic with multi-modal
size and uniformly distributed rate, probe size = 754 bytes
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Figure 24: Cumulative frequency distribution of loss-pairRTT under baseline
traffic of multi-modal size and uniformly distributed inter-departure time
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Figure 25: Loss-pair RTT under baseline traffic of size and inter-departure time in
Pareto distribution

For all of the above, the packet sizes of a significant portionof baseline traffic

packets are much smaller than the probe packets. The impairment is mainly due

to the probability that small-size cross-traffic packets being inserted in between

packet pair increases with decreasing relative baseline traffic packet size. This

effect is studied in [4].

There are two possible measures to lower such effect. One is to lower the probe

packet size. Another one is to apply the linear regression onthe mean or median

of loss-pair RTT. The former method simply lower the relative probe size to

traffic packet size to lower the probability that cross-traffic packet interfere with

the packet pair. The later assumes that the ingenuous mode should be located at

the middle of the bell shape graph. Mean and median is less likely affected by
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Figure 26: Linear regression on mean loss-pair RTT

outliers data. Due to the constraint of tool, we cannot adoptthe first method. We

demonstrate the second one in Figure26and27for mean and median of loss-pair

RTT respectively.

The estimation of bottleneck router queue size is summarized in Table3. The

measured queue size is much closer to the true value of 60 for estimation using

mean and median.
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Figure 27: Linear regression on median loss-pair RTT

Method Measured st Measured wEstimated n

Mode 889.45 0.038873 16.39

Mean 264.96 0.058136 82.28

Median 251.95 0.050593 75.3

Table 3: Comparison of queue size estimation by regression on mode, mean and
median
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10 Limitation and Future Works

As mentioned in the previous section, when there exists a significant portion of

small-size packets in baseline cross-traffic, the lines of regression of modal RTT

obtained from testbed experiment are distorted. To providea stronger basis for

actual Internet measurement, there are still room for further study on the interac-

tion of probe packet size and cross-traffic packet size.
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11 Conclusion

Loss-pair passive measurement has been shown to be able to measure the queue

size in the bottleneck router along a path, but the application is limited to router

for which the queue is managed in the unit of byte [11]. We show that the passive

measurement is not applicable to router that have queue length allocated in unit

of packet. This renders the methodology useless in Internetmeasurement, since

the approach cannot apply to at least one of the popular buffer allocation method

deployed in routers.

To address the issue, we have proposed an active measurementmethodology,

which is based on a model that relates queuing delay, averagepacket size, band-

width and queue size in unit of packet. By sending probe packets of different size

at different rate, we can change the average packet size through the bottleneck

router. We can then apply our model to estimate the average packet size of the

baseline traffic, and eventually the queue size of the bottleneck router.

Our methodology use linear regression to estimate the average packet size and de-

lay. In this way, random error can be effectively filtered out. Testbed experiment

results show that our estimation on the queue size of the bottleneck router in the

unit of packet is fairly accurate.

However, we found that our methodology is seriously affected by intensive and

relatively small-size cross-traffic packets. To cope with this problem, we can send

probes with small size, and perform linear regression on themean or median of

loss-pair RTT. Under heavy network utilization, we show that the later method
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has significantly improve the accuracy of measurement. The interaction of probe

packet size and cross-traffic packet size will be studied further.
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